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BODE™ MAN-O-MATIC™ CONTROL FOR POSITIONERS 

 

The “Man-O-Matic™” Positioner series has been developed for those manufacturer’s who 
use batch production methods and is particularly advantageous where identical batches 
are repeated at intervals. 
 
The machines axis movements are controlled by Programmable Logic Controller based 
unit designed to provide a simple means of controlling the machine movements. 
 
The P.L.C. used is the Siemens OP7. This repositions the machine axis as instructed by 
the operator to predetermined positions to suit the component to be welded. 
 
Using the “Man-O-Matic” Positioner is simple when previous batches have been 
produced. 
 
The operator selects the number which identifies the program for the part, positions the 
part on the positioner table and presses the index button or foot switch. The positioner will 
move to present the part to the operator in the predetermined position for the first 
operation. Each subsequent position for the sequence of operations required will be 
achieved in response to the operator pressing the index button or foot switch. The 
sequence will be completed by the positioner returning to the first position for the part to 
be unloaded. 
 
The above sequence can be repeated as many times as necessary to complete the 
batch. 
 
Selecting the program for another part which has been previously produced requires only 
the identifier number to be changed. 
 
Programming the Man-O-Matic is simple, by setting the machine to program mode and 
simply moving the axes to the desired positions then storing these positions by pressing 
the store button. 
 
The axis to be positioned is selected and driven to the required position. All axes can be 
moved and changes made between each subsequent store operation. This sequence is 
repeated to move the axes to the next position until the complete sequence has been 
stored. 
 
The “Man-O-Matic” has a data memory capacity to store up to a maximum of 5000 
positions. If all  5000 locations are to be used for a two axis machine this would give 2500 
locations per axis which could be split to give 50 programs each capable of 50 steps per  
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program. This could alternatively be split to give 100 programs but with 25 steps per 
program. 
 
Similarly if a three axis machine is required the 5000 locations have to be split three ways 
giving 1666 locations available for each axis which could be split to give a three axis 
machine with 50 programs of 30 steps per program. Alternatively a 4 axis machine could 
be arranged to have 40 programs with 30 steps per program. These are sample figures 
which may be changed at the design stage of the machine to suit the individual customer 
needs. 
 
Also available, programming software the RS232 port may be used to store developed 
programs on to floppy disk by transfer of the data table. Alternatively positional data can 
be written directly to the data table.  
 
Please note rotational and tilting rate cannot be programmed using this system – these 
instead can be adjusted using the inverters. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


